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HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE LONGITUDINALVIRTUAL PHOTONS IN THE SEMI-INCLUSIVEep PROCESSES?Urszula Jezuita-D¡browska and Maria KrawzykInstitute of Theoretial Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived May 19, 2003)Dediated to Jan Kwiei«ski in honour of his 65th birthdayWe study an importane of the longitudinally polarized virtual pho-tons �L in the semi-inlusive ep proesses in the ep enter-of-mass andBreit frames, and for various distributions. We used the fatorization for-mulae for the unpolarized inlusive and semi-inlusive ep proesses whihhold in an arbitrary referene frame. The numerial studies were performedfor the ep HERA ollider for a proess with a large-pT (prompt) photonsprodution, i.e., the unpolarized Compton proess ep! eX , in the Bornapproximation. In the ep enter-of-mass frame we found that the di�er-ential ross setion for the longitudinally polarized intermediate photon,d�L, and the term due to the interferene between the longitudinal- andtransverse-polarization states of the photon, d�LT, are small, i.e. below 10%of the ross setion. Moreover, these two ontributions almost anel oneanother, leading to a stronger domination of the transversely polarized vir-tual photon, even for its large virtuality Q2. We found that in this framethe interferene term gives non-vanishing ontributions even for the rosssetions integrated over the azimuthal angle, ontrary to a naive expe-tation. Relevane of the ontributions of the longitudinal photon in a jetprodution in DIS events at the HERA ollider is ommented. A relativelylarge (� 30%) e�et due to the interferene term d�LT was found for theonsidered proess at the HERA ollider in the azimuthal-angle distribu-tion in the Breit frame. Here this ontribution vanishes in the ross setionintegrated over �.PACS numbers: 13.60.Fz, 12.38.Bx, 14.70.Bh(3133)



3134 U. Jezuita-D¡browska, M. Krawzyk1. IntrodutionAssuming that the one-photon exhange dominates in the deep inelastilepton�nuleon ollisions (DIS), a ross setion for suh a proess an bedesribed in terms of two transverse (T) and one longitudinal (L) polar-ization states of the intermediate virtual photon �. The di�erential rosssetion for the unpolarized lN ! lX proess an always be deomposedinto two di�erential ross setions, d�T and d�L, desribing the proesseswith the transversely and the longitudinally polarized �, �TN ! X and�LN ! X, respetively [1�6℄. When the initial partiles in the disussedproess lN ! lX are polarized, or when for the unpolarized partiles a semi-inlusive proess lN ! laX is onsidered, there appear in addition termsoming from the interferene between the longitudinally and transverselypolarized virtual photons, and between two di�erent transverse-polarizationstates of �T, d�LT and d�TT, respetively [6℄.It is well known that for the two-photon exhange proesses, for instanein the e+e� ollisions, the interferene terms our in the ross setions, asdisussed in [6,9℄1. The detailed study of relevane of various ontributions,espeially of the interferene terms, has been performed in [10, 11℄ for theproess e+e� ! e+e��+��, for the kinematial range of the PLUTO andLEP experiments. For a orresponding subproess �� ! �+�� large rosssetions for the ontribution involving at least one longitudinally polarizedphoton were found. Moreover, the interferene terms were found to give alarge negative ontribution. Both ontributions vary strongly as a funtionof the kinematial variables, and for some kinematial regions a anellationbetween the ross setions for proesses with one or two �L and the inter-ferene ontributions ours. The onlusion from this analysis was thatboth types of ontributions have to be taken into aount in extrating fromthe data the leptoni (mioni) struture funtions of the virtual photon (seealso [12℄). However, in some of the measurements of the struture funtionsF �2 and F �L , the interferene terms and ross setion for two longitudinallypolarized virtual photons were negleted, see [13, 14℄, and [15℄.The ontributions due to the longitudinally polarized virtual photonsour also in eletroprodution and the question is how signi�ant suh on-tributions are. Moreover, this question is related to the ongoing disus-sion on the relevane of the resolved-�L ontributions in the hard proesses[16�22℄. For example, it was pointed out in [22℄ that, in the ase of the di-jet prodution in the ep HERA ollider, the ontributions oming from thelongitudinally polarized photon are sizeable and the partoni ontent of the�L should be taken into aount in desribing the data. However, it is lear1 In e+e� ollisions, the interferene terms are also important for the Higgs bosonprodution via WW or ZZ fusion as was shown in [7, 8℄.



How Important are the Longitudinal Virtual Photons . . . 3135that the study of ross setions with �L for the large-pT proesses shouldbe aompanied by a onsideration of the orresponding interferene termsontaining �L. Unfortunately, there is a lak of suh studies in the literature.In this paper we would like to initiate a disussion on the relevane of suhterms in the semi-inlusive ep proesses.It is well known that to get aess to the interferene between �L and�T, or between two di�erent transverse-polarization states of �, it is natu-ral to onsider the azimuthal-angle dependene in a speial referene framealled the Breit frame [28�35℄. Reently, the azimuthal asymmetries forthe harged-hadrons prodution in the neutral-urrent deep inelasti e+psattering have been measured with the ZEUS detetor at HERA [41℄, andindeed e�ets due to the orresponding interferene terms were observed.In this artile we study the ontributions due to �L and �T in unpolarizedep ollisions at HERA, taking as an example the proess with a produtionof high-pT (prompt) photon: ep ! eX (Compton proess). In Setion 2a short derivation of the fatorization formulae for the inlusive and semi-inlusive ep proesses is presented in an arbitrary frame (some details aregiven also in Appendix A). In the ase of the semi-inlusive ollision, twoross setions, d�T and d�L, and two additional terms due to the interferenebetween di�erent polarization states of �, d�LT and d�TT, appear. Therelation of these interferene terms to the ontributions proportional to os�and os 2� in the azimuthal-angle distribution for a �nal  in the Breitframe is disussed in Setion 3 and Appendix B. Setion 4 is devoted to thenumerial studies of the di�erent ontributions for the proess ep ! eXin the Born approximation. Conlusions are presented in Setion 5. Inthe Appendies the expliit form of the polarization vetors of the � andfatorization formulae for the semi-inlusive proess are presented both in aframe-independent form and for the Breit frame.2. Fatorization in the inlusive and semi-inlusiveunpolarized lepton�nuleon sattering2.1. Inlusive proess ep! eX (DIS)We start with a short desription of the standard DIS proess for unpo-larized ep ollisions (Fig. 1), ep! eX ; (1)assuming that the one-photon exhange dominates. The orresponding dif-ferential ross setion is denoted by d�ep!eX , and we use the following no-tation for the kinematial variables: k� (k0 �) denotes the four-momentumof the initial (�nal) eletron, p�p the four-momentum of the initial proton,q� the four-momentum of the intermediate photon, and Q2 = �q2 > 0 isthe photon's virtuality. We denote by "�i (i = T1; T2; L) the two transverse-



3136 U. Jezuita-D¡browska, M. Krawzykand one longitudinal-polarization vetors of the exhanged virtual photon�. The standard saling variables are x = Q2=2ppq and y = ppq=ppk.
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Fig. 1. Kinematis and notation for the proess ep ! eX with the one-photonexhange. The optial theorem relation of the squared matrix element for ep! eXand the imaginary part of the amplitude for ep! ep at t = 0.It is well known that for the onsidered proess (1) there is a fatorizationof the di�erential ross setion onto the lepton and hadron parts and aseparation between the ontributions of the longitudinal- and transverse-polarization states of the intermediate photon [1�6℄. So, we have here:d�ep!eX = �T d��p!XT + �L d��p!XL � d�T + d�L ; (2)where d��p!XT and d��p!XL are the ross setions for the �p ollision withthe virtual photon polarized transversely and longitudinally, respetively.The funtions �T and �L desribe the probabilities of the emission, by theinitial eletron, of a virtual photon in the transverse- and the longitudinal-polarization states, respetively.The above fatorization and separation formula an be obtained in vari-ous ways [1�6℄. For example, the ross setion for the proess ep! eX (seeFig. 1) an be expressed as a onvolution of the lowest order leptoni tensorL��e (k; q) and the hadroni tensor W ��p (pp; q), both symmetri in the indies� and �. Namely we have (for k2 = k0 2 = 0, p2p =M2)d�ep!eX � 1q4Le��W ��p ; (3)where:L��e (k; q) = 2 (2k�k� � q�k� � k�q� + 12q2g��) ; (4)W ��p (pp; q) = W1��g��+ q�q�q2 �+W2M2 �p�p � ppqq2 q���p�p � ppqq2 q�� : (5)



How Important are the Longitudinal Virtual Photons . . . 3137The gauge invariane leads to the onditions:q�L��e = q�L��e = 0 ; q�W ��p = q�W ��p = 0 : (6)On the other hand, one an express the hadroni tensor in terms of thepolarization states of the exhanged photon. Using the expliit form ofthe longitudinal-polarization vetor and the ompleteness relation given inAppendix A, we obtainW ��p =W1 T2XT=T1 "��T "�T + ( �W2 �W1)"��L "�L ; �W2 = (ppq)2 � q2p2p�q2 W2M2 :(7)From the above form of W ��p (7) one an easily derive formula (2).Another way of obtaining the onsidered formula (2) is �the propagatordeomposition method� [26,27℄. In this method the ross setion for proess(1) is represented in the following form:d�ep!eX � L��e g��q2 g��q2 W ��p ; (8)where g��q2 g��q2 represents the propagators of the exhanged photon in theFeynman gauge. One an deompose two propagators ourring in Eq. (8)by using the ompleteness relation (A.3). This leads straightforwardly tothe fatorization of the ross setion for the onsidered proess and, aftersome alulations, to the separation into two parts related to �L and �T.This method is espeially useful in analysing the semi-inlusive proesses2,whih we will disuss below.2.2. Semi-inlusive proess ep! eX (Compton proess)Let us now onsider the semi-inlusive proess ep ! eaX, assumingthat all partiles are unpolarized. Here, in omparison to the DIS proessep! eX, one additional partile a is produed. In the following we hoose aspartiular �nal state a prompt photon (i.e. a = ), with four-momentum p.We will study the fatorization of the ross setion for this proess, lim-iting ourselves to the ase in whih the  is emitted from the hadroni partof the diagram only (Fig. 2). Of ourse, the �nal photon an be emittedalso from the eletron line � a typial bremsstrahlung proess also alled theBethe�Heitler proess; a relevane of this ontribution is disussed at thebeginning of Setion 4.2 In the ase of the semi-inlusive proesses, one an also use the �rst method, butthen the expliit form of the hadroni vertex has to be known (see [3℄).
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Fig. 2. Kinematis and notation for the semi-inlusive proess ep ! eX witha one-photon exhange. The optial theorem whih relates �(ep ! eX) to theimaginary part of the forward amplitude for the proess ep �! ep (t = 0) is alsoshown.The di�erential ross setion for the unpolarized proessep! eX (9)an be written as for proess (1), namelyd�ep!eX � L��e g��q2 g��q2 T �� ; (10)where the orresponding hadroni tensor T ��(pp; q; p) is introdued (f. (8)).Here the hadroni tensor T ��(pp; q; p) depends not only on the four-momentaof the intermediate photon q and of the proton pp, but also on the four-momentum of the �nal photon p. New saling variables appear here, e.g.z = ppp=ppq. Using �the propagator deomposition method� one an obtainthe fatorization formula in whih the interferene between two di�erenttransverse-, and between the transverse- and the longitudinal-polarizationstates of the exhanged photon, denoted by TT and LT (or TL), may appear.We obtain:d�ep!eX = T2XT=T1�Td��p!XT + Xi;j=T1;T2;i 6=j �ijd��p!Xij (11)+�Ld��p!XL + T2XT=T1��TLd��p!XTL + �LTd��p!XLT � : (12)



How Important are the Longitudinal Virtual Photons . . . 3139Below we will use the following short notation for the groups of ontributionswhih appear in (11) and (12)3:d�ep!eX � d�T + d�TT + d�L + d�LT : (13)We see that the ross setion (13) for the onsidered proess (9) ontainsd�T, d�L and in addition two interferene terms, d�TT and d�LT (see also [6℄).These four terms are related by the optial theorem (see Fig. 2) to theorresponding amplitudes:d�T � 1q4 T2XT=T1[("�T)�L��e ("T)� ℄ [("T)� T ��("�T)� ℄ ; (14)d�L � 1q4 [("�L)�L��e ("L)� ℄ [("L)�T ��("�L)� ℄ ; (15)d�TT � 1q4 Xi;j=T1;T2;i 6=j[("�i )�L��e ("j)� ℄ [ ("i)�T ��("�j )� ℄ ; (16)d�LT � 1q4 8<: XT=T1;T2[("�L)�L��e ("T)� ℄ [("L)�T ��("�T)� ℄+ XT=T1;T2[("�T)�L��e ("L)� ℄ [("T)�T ��("�L)� ℄9=; : (17)It is worth notiing that the deomposition of the di�erential ross se-tion d�ep!eX into three omponents: d�̂T = d�T + d�TT, d�L and d�LT,does not depend on the hoie of the referene frame or of the basis for the po-larization vetors. Note that in the di�erential ross setion d�ep!eX thereare two independent terms related to the longitudinal-polarization state ofthe virtual photon: d�L and d�LT.Obviously the above fatorization formula (13) holds for the semi-inlu-sive proess with arbitrary �nal-state partile a.3. Azimuthal-angle distribution for ep! eXIn studies of the proess ep! eX it is useful to onsider the azimuthal-angle (�) distribution. This angle is de�ned as the di�erene between theazimuthal angle of the �nal eletron (�e) and that of the �nal photon  (�):� = �e � � : (18)3 Although the symbols �T and �L have appeared already in (2) for other proess(DIS), this should not lead to any onfusion, as in the rest of the paper we onsideronly the semi-inlusive proess (9).



3140 U. Jezuita-D¡browska, M. KrawzykIn the speial referene frames in whih the momenta of the virtualphoton and of the proton are antiparallel (for example in the Breit frameor in the �p enter-of-mass frame) � is the angle between the eletronsattering-plane and the plane de�ned by the momenta of the exhanged� and the �nal  (Fig. 3). In suh referene frames, the ross setion
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Fig. 3. The azimuthal angle � de�ned in the Breit frame for the Compton proessep! eX .d�ep!eX=d� is linear in os�, os 2�, sin� and sin 2�. In the Born approx-imation the terms ontaining sin� and sin 2� vanish as a onsequene of atime-reversal invariane, so the azimuthal-angle distribution redues to thefollowing form [28�35℄ (see also Appendix B):d�ep!eXd� = �0 + �1 os�+ �2 os 2� ; (19)with independent on � oe�ients �0, �1 and �2. These oe�ients al-ulated for instane in the Breit frame, are related to the terms d�T=d�,d�L=d�, d�LT=d� and d�TT=d�, introdued in Set. 2.2, alulated in thesame referene frame. In the irular-polarization basis, where the polar-ization vetors orrespond to the de�nite heliity states, the term �2 os 2�arises from the interferene between two di�erent transverse-polarizationstates of the exhanged photon (� d�TT). The longitudinal-transverse inter-ferene (� d�LT) gives rise to the term �1 os�. The �0 onsists of the sumof the ross setions with the intermediate photon polarized transversely andlongitudinally (� (d�L + d�T)). Obviously, sine �1 and �2 (and �0) do notdepend on �, the ontributions due to the interferenes will disappear afterintegrating over �.



How Important are the Longitudinal Virtual Photons . . . 3141The interferene terms an be extrated in a straightforward way fromthe data for the azimuthal-angle distribution d�=d� in the frames with an-tiparallel virtual photon's and proton's momenta, for example in the Breitframe.In other frames, i.e. in frames in whih the momenta of the virtual photonand proton are not antiparallel, the dependene on the azimuthal angle ismore ompliated. Eah of the four terms ontributing to the di�erentialross setion (see Eqs. (13)�(17)) onsists of the part that does not dependon the azimuthal angle. Consequently the interferene terms integrated overa � give non-zero result. This important fat was mentioned in papers [7,8℄,where the Higgs boson prodution via WW or ZZ fusion in e+e� ollisionshas been studied. 4. Numerial resultsWe perform alulations of the ross setions for the unpolarized Comp-ton proess ep ! eX. We onsider the one-photon exhange only; thisapproximation is orret for the virtuality of the intermediate photon Q2 �M2Z , while for larger values of Q2 the Z=W boson exhange should be in-luded. Below we present preditions for HERA for the beam energies equalto: Ee = 27:5 GeV and Ep = 920 GeV.We analyse, at the Born level, the emission of the prompt photon fromthe hadroni vertex, i.e. we onsider the Compton subproess: �q ! q.In priniple, the Bethe�Heitler (BH) proess, where the prompt photons anbe emitted from the eletron line and the interferene between the Comptonand BH amplitudes, should also be inluded in the alulation [37�39℄. Bothlatter ontributions dominate the ross setion in the eletron�proton enter-of-mass frame for the rapidity range of the �nal photon's Y < 0, while forgreater rapidities the Compton proess dominates [40℄. We expet that ourresults should be reliable for positive values of the Y in the CMep.Results presented below were obtained for two frames: the eletron�proton enter-of-mass frame (CMep) and the Breit frame. The transversemomentum pT of the �nal photon is de�ned as perpendiular to the diretionof the eletron in the ep ollision in the CMep frame or to the diretion ofthe �p ollision in the Breit frame.For the quark density in the proton qp(x; ~Q2) we use the CTEQ5L par-ton parametrization [36℄ with a �xed number of �avors: Nf = 4. Thisparametrization imposes the limit on a range of a hard sale ~Q2: it has tobe greater than 1 GeV and less than 104 GeV. In our alulations we use asa hard sale ~Q the transverse momentum of the �nal photon pT; e�ets ofother hoies of the hard sale were studied by us, and are brie�y disussedbelow.
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10310210110010�110�210�3Fig. 4. Various ontributions to the di�erential ross setion d�=dQ2 in the CMepframe for the prompt-photon prodution ((pT)min = 1 GeV) at HERA. The ontri-bution due to the transverse-polarization states: d�̂T = d�T + d�TT (long-dashedline), the ross setion for the longitudinally polarized intermediate photon: d�L(short-dashed line) and the absolute value of the interferene term: jd�LTj (dottedline), together with the sum of all terms d� (solid line), are shown.First we onsider the di�erential ross setion d�=dQ2 in the CMep frame,integrated over pT from (pT)min = 1 GeV to (pT)max = pSep=2, as a fun-tion of Q2. We onsider separately four frame-independent ontributions:d�̂T = d�T + d�TT, d�L and jd�LTj as a funtion of Q2. As it is presentedin Fig. 4, the Q2 dependene is roughly similar for all ontributions. Thedi�erential ross setion is dominated by the ontribution due to the trans-versely polarized intermediate photon, i.e. d�̂T = d�T + d�TT. The d�Lontributes at the few per ent level to the whole ross setion, similarly tothe interferene term d�LT. Moreover, d�L is positive while d�LT negative,and these two ontributions almost anel one another. The resulting rosssetion d�=dQ2, even for large values of Q2 (� 100 GeV2), is desribed witha high auray by the d�̂T term only.The ratio [d�L=dQ2℄ = [d�T=dQ2℄ as a funtion of virtuality Q2 for theCMep frame and the Breit frame4 is presented in Fig. 5. In the CMepframe it grows slowly with the virtuality of the intermediate photon upto Q2 � (pT)2min, then this ratio slowly dereases. In the Breit frame theorresponding growth is muh faster, the ratio reahes its maximum at muhlarger Q2 (10 times (pT)min). Also the maximum is higher (two times) in theBreit frame than in the CMep one. At Q2 = 100 GeV2 the onsidered ratio[d�L=dQ2℄ = [d�T=dQ2℄ is equal to about 0:02 for the CMep frame, while itis about four times larger for the Breit frame.4 The value of pT hanges when we are going from the CMep frame to the Breit frame.
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0.160.140.120.10.080.060.040.020Fig. 5. The ratio [d�L=dQ2℄ = [d�T=dQ2℄ for prompt-photon prodution in the epollision at HERA ((pT)min = 1 GeV), as a funtion of Q2, in the CMep frame(solid line) and in the Breit frame (dashed line), is shown.Figure 6 shows results for the di�erential ross setion d�=dY dpT in theCMep frame. The pT distribution for a �xed value of the photon rapidity,Y = 0, is shown in Fig. 6 (left), while the Y distribution at pT = 5 GeV isshown in Fig. 6 (right). We see that these distributions are desribed witha very good auray by the d�̂T terms only. Contributions d�L and d�LTare small and there is almost a anellation between them. In other words,the measurements of suh ross setions in the CMep frame are not sensitiveto the individual ontributions involving the longitudinally polarized virtualphoton: d�L and/or d�LT.Another interesting and important fat is that, in the CMep frame theinterferene term gives non-vanishing ontributions even for the ross se-tions integrated over the azimuthal angle (de�ned by Eq. (18)), as it wassupposed. This an be seen in the azimuthal-angle distribution for the inter-ferene term in this frame (Fig. 7). It is lear that the d�LT integrated over �gives a non-vanishing ontribution. This is the main di�erene between theCMep frame and the Breit frame (or other frames with antiparallel virtualphoton and proton). In the latter frame the ontributions due to the inter-ferene terms disappear in the ross setions integrated over �, see below.Finally, we study the azimuthal-angle distribution of the �nal photon inthe Breit frame (19). As disussed in Set. 3, in this frame the oe�ients �1,�2 and �0 are independent of �. They are diretly related to the interfereneterms d�TT=d�, d�LT=d� and to the sum: d�L=d� + d�T=d�, respetively.(For more details see also Appendix B.)
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10210�110�410�710�10Fig. 6. Various ontributions to the d�=(dY dpT) in the CMep frame for high-pTphoton prodution at HERA ((pT)min = 1 GeV) as a funtion of (a) pT at Y = 0and (b) Y at pT = 5 GeV. Same notation as in Fig. 4.
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10.80.60.40.20-0.2-0.4Fig. 7. The d�̂T = d�T + d�TT, d�L and d�LT ontributions to the high-pT photonprodution at HERA. Results for the azimuthal-angle distributions d�=(dY dpT d�)in the CMep frame, for Y = 0 and pT = 5 GeV.The numerial alulations for the azimuthal-angle distribution for theCompton proess in the Breit frame are performed for the same kinematialregion in whih the harged-hadrons prodution was measured in the ZEUSexperiment at the HERA ollider [41℄: 180 GeV2 < Q2 < 7220 GeV2, 0:2 <y < 0:8, 0:2 < z < 1:0 and the (pT)min = 2 GeV. Results for the Comptonproess are presented in Fig. 8. The ontribution related to the interferenebetween two transverse polarization states of � (the term proportional to�2 os 2�) gives a negligible e�et, while the interferene between the virtualphoton polarized longitudinally and transversely (the term proportional to



How Important are the Longitudinal Virtual Photons . . . 3145�1 os�) leads to a visible e�et (about 30%). Clearly, both interfereneontributions being symmetri under the �! �� transformation disappearafter the integration over the � angle over �� to +�.
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0.130.120.110.10.090.080.070.06Fig. 8. The � distributions in the Breit frame (see text) obtained for: 180 GeV2 <Q2 < 7220 GeV2, 0:2 < y < 0:8, 0:2 < z < 1:0 and the (pT)min = 2 GeV, forep! eX at HERA.Now we ompare our results for the prompt-photon prodution withthose obtained in the ZEUS experiment for the harged hadrons [41℄. In theZEUS data the term �1 os� is learly seen for all four onsidered values ofpT ut: (pT)min = 0:5, 1, 1:5 and 2 GeV, while the term �2 os 2� givesa negligible e�et for lower values of (pT)min, beoming visible for a larger(pT)min. This is di�erent from the Compton proess disussed above, wherethe orresponding �2 term is very small, even for (pT)min = 2 GeV (seeFig. 8). This di�erene arises from the following fat: in the ase of theCompton proess ep! eX, alulated in the Born approximation, there isonly one subproess �q ! q that ontributes to the ross setion. For theharged-hadrons prodution there are, at the Born level, two subproesses,�q ! gq and �g ! q�q. The seond proess �g ! q�q dominates in the�2 os 2� term, while the ontribution oming from the proess �q ! gq(analogous to our �q ! q proess) dominates in the �1 os� term. There-fore both ontributions an (and are) visible in the azimuthal-angle distri-bution of the harged-hadrons prodution, while in our ase, based on onesubproess, the visible e�et is expeted only in �1 os�.Finally, let us omment on the dependene of our results on a hoie ofthe hard sale. Although all the ross setions presented above are omputedfor a hard sale equal to pT, one an hoose for the onsidered proessalso other sales: e.g. Q2 or qp2T +Q2. We have heked by an expliit



3146 U. Jezuita-D¡browska, M. Krawzykalulation that the ross setions obtained when the hard sale is equalto Q2 or qp2T +Q2 are slightly larger (not more than 5%) than the onesobtained when the hard sale is equal to pT. This di�erene is not signi�antand does not hange our main onlusions.5. ConlusionsIn this paper we investigated the importane of the ontributions due tothe longitudinal virtual photon in unpolarized, semi-inlusive ep ollisions atHERA. In general there are two suh ontributions: the ross setion for �Lpollision d�L, and the interferene term d�LT. As a partiular semi-inlusiveproess we hose the Compton proess, where the prompt photon is emittedfrom the hadroni system. For the semi-inlusive proess ep ! eX atHERA energies we analysed three ontributions: the ross setion d�L, d�LToming from the interferene between the longitudinal- and the transverse-polarization states of � and the ontribution due to �T: d�̂T = d�T +d�TT. The alulations were performed in the Born approximation. In theep enter-of-mass frame we studied various distributions, the pT and therapidity distributions, as well as the Q2 distribution, were the ontributionsmentioned simply add up. We found that both d�L and d�LT are smalland of similar size, below 10% of the ross setion. This suggests that theontribution d�L and the interferene terms need be inluded on the samefooting. Additionally, beause of their opposite signs, they almost anel inthe ross setion. This leads to a strong domination of the onsidered rosssetion by a ontribution due to transversely polarized virtual photon, evenfor large values of its virtuality Q2.Although our results are based on the Compton proess in a Born approx-imation only, we think that they already shed some light on the importaneof ontributions due to �L in other semi-inlusive proesses, like the jet pro-dution in the DIS events at the HERA ollider. It is lear that in order toreah a �nal onlusion on the importane of the ontributions related tothe �L, as advoated in some analysis, further studies are needed, with theinorporation of the relevant interferene terms for onsisteny.The studies of the azimuthal-angle dependene of d�ep!eX=d� in theBreit frame give aess to the interferene term d�LT, as expeted. Its e�etis about 30%, showing in this ase the importane of the �L ontributionsin the form of the interferene d�TL term.Finally, it is worth notiing that in the CMep frame the interferene termgives non-vanishing ontributions even for the ross setions integrated overthe azimuthal angle, in ontrast to the Breit-frame, where suh ontributionvanishes.



How Important are the Longitudinal Virtual Photons . . . 3147It is a pleasure to thank Jan Kwiei«ski for many important disussionsand very nie ollaboration. We would like to aknowledge I.F. Ginzburg,P.M. Zerwas, P.J. Mulders, S. Brodsky, L. Levhuk, and A. Szzurek forinteresting and fruitful disussions. This researh has been partly supportedby the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN), Grant No2P03B05119(2000-2003) and by the European Community's Human Poten-tial Program under Contrat HPRN-CT-2000-00149 Physis in Collision andHPRN-CT-2002-00311, EURIDICE.Appendix APolarization vetors of � and fatorization formulafor the Compton proessBelow we present the polarization vetors of a virtual photon � (with thefour-momentum q�: q2 < 0) in a form that is independent of the refereneframe for the two types of basis for the polarization vetors: linear andirular. A.1 Polarization vetorsThe Lorentz ondition for the polarization vetors gives rise to the phys-ial observables "� q� = 0 : (A.1)Consequently, the salar-polarization state of the �, desribed by the fol-lowing vetor "�S = q�p�q2 ; (A.2)does not ontribute to the physial observables. We an write the omplete-ness relation as follows:�g�� + q�q�q2 = T2XT=T1("�T)� ("T)� � ("�L)� ("L)� : (A.3)The four polarization vetors of the virtual photon satisfy also the orthonor-mality relation:("�m)� ("n)� = �mÆmn ; where �L = 1 ; �S = �T = �1 : (A.4)



3148 U. Jezuita-D¡browska, M. KrawzykA.2 Linear polarizationThe linear-polarization states are represented by the real polarizationvetors. The longitudinal-polarization vetor ("2L = 1) for the eletron�proton ollisions depends on the four-momenta of the virtual photon (q�)and proton (p�p ) or quark (p�q = xp�p ), (see also [6℄):"�L = (ppq)q� � q2p�pp�q2 (ppq) : (A.5)For the semi-inlusive proesses we need to onstrut the two transverse-polarization vetors ("2T = �1). In order to onstrut them we have tointrodue the third four-momentum; for the Compton proess we use themomentum of the �nal photon (p�) and obtain:"�1 = �2pstu �(ppp)q� � (ppq)p� + (qp)(ppq)� q2(ppp)(ppq) p�p� (A.6)and "�2 = 2pstu ����� q�(pp)�p� ; (A.7)where stu = 4[2(ppq)(ppp)(qp) � q2(ppp)2℄ . This transverse-polarizationvetors satisfy in addition the following equations:"1pp = 0; "1p = 0 and "2pp = 0 :A.3 Cirular polarizationUsing the above forms of the linear-polarization vetors (Eqs. (A.5),(A.6), (A.7)), one an de�ne the irular-polarization vetors of the �,namely the longitudinal-polarization vetor denoted by "�0 and the transverseones denoted by "�+ and "��. These vetors orrespond to the heliities ofthe intermediate photon equal to � = 0;+; and �, respetively. We get"�0 = i "�L ; (A.8)"�+ = 1p2("�1 + i"�2 ) ; (A.9)and "�� = 1p2("�1 � i"�2 ) : (A.10)



How Important are the Longitudinal Virtual Photons . . . 3149A.4 Fatorization formula for the Compton proessThe general fatorization formula for the eletron�quark sattering withthe photon in the �nal state has the following form for massless quarks:d�eq!eq �e6Q4qRe �Le�� g��g��Q4 T��� = e6Q4qQ4 Re"Xi;j �ij �Le ��"��i "�j �| {z }�Lij �"��j "�i T���| {z }�Tji #;(A.11)where i; j denote the polarization states of the virtual photon (i; j =L; T1; T2 for the linear polarization and i; j = 0;+;� for the irular polar-ization), �LT = �TL = �1, while in the remaining ases �ij = 1. The tensorLe ��(q; k)5 is related to the emission of the virtual photon by the eletron,while the tensor T��(q; pq; p) desribes the absorption of the virtual photonby the quark (from proton), with the subsequent prodution of a promptphoton.Two of the ontributions to the ross setion, d�T (14) and d�TT (16),depend on the hoie of the basis of the polarization states of �. But thepropagator deomposition method assures that their sum: d�̂T = d�T +d�TT, as well as the individual terms d�L (15) and d�LT (17) are the samein any basis. This fat an also be heked by using the relations betweenthe linear and irular transverse-polarization vetors (Eqs. (A.9), (A.10)).The alulations presented in this paper rely on the lowest order sub-proess �q ! q (the Born approximation). The orresponding partonitensor has the following form6:T ��(q; pq; p)= 2sufg��(u2 + s2 + 2q2t) + 2u[2q�q� + q�(p�q � p�) + (p�q � p�)q� ℄�2s(p�q q� + q�p�q ) + 2q2[4p�q p�q + 2p�p� + q�(2p�q � p�)+(2p�q � p�)q� � 2p�q p� � 2p�p�q ℄g ; (A.12)where s, t, u are the Mandelstam variables for the proess �q ! q:s = (q + pq)2 ; t = (q � p)2 ; u = (pq � p)2 : (A.13)5 The leptoni tensor Le ��(q; k) is given by Eq. (4).6 The tensor for the proess: e� ! e at the Born level with massive fermions wasalulated in [42℄. The hadroni tensor T�� obtained by us is in agreement with thistensor for the massless fermions.



3150 U. Jezuita-D¡browska, M. KrawzykAppendix BThe Breit frameB.1 Kinematial variablesThe speial referene frame, alled the Breit frame (see also [31℄), isde�ned by hoosing the momenta of the exhanged photon and the eletronsin the following form:q� = pQ2 (0; 0; 0; 1) ; �q2 = Q2 ; (B.1)k� = 12pQ2(osh ; sinh os�e; sinh sin�e; 1) ; k2 = 0 ; (B.2)k0� = 12pQ2(osh ; sinh os�e; sinh sin�e;�1) ; k0 2 = 0 : (B.3)�e is the azimuthal angle of the sattered eletron. The hyperboli funtionsof the angle  are related to the variables y = qpp=kpp as follows:osh = 1y (2� y) ; sinh = 2yp1� y : (B.4)The momenta of the initial proton (p�p), the initial quark (p�q ) and the �nalphoton (p�) are given by:p�p = (Ep; 0; 0; �Ep) ; p�q = x p�p (B.5)and p� = pT � 1sin � ; os� ; sin� ; os �sin � � : (B.6)where Ep is the energy of the initial proton7, x the Bjorken saling variable,pT the transverse momentum of the prompt photon (perpendiular to themomenta of the initial proton), � the azimuthal angle of the  and � �the polar angle of the �nal photon.B.2 Polarization vetors of the � in the Breit frameThe longitudinal polarization vetor in the Breit frame has a very simpleform: "�L = �i "�0 = ( 1; 0; 0; 0 ) : (B.8)7 This is limited by the energy of the initial eletron and Sep in the ep entre-of-massframe: Sep = (k + pp)2 : (B.7)



How Important are the Longitudinal Virtual Photons . . . 3151The transverse-polarization vetors also simpli�ed in this frame, but theystill depend on a hoie of the basis. For the linear polarization we obtain:"�1 = (0; os � ; sin� ; 0) ; (B.9)"�2 = (0;� sin� ; os� ; 0) : (B.10)while for the irular polarization we have:"�+ = 1p2(0; os � � i sin� ; sin� + i os� ; 0) ; (B.11)"�� = 1p2(0; os � + i sin� ; sin� � i os� ; 0) : (B.12)B.3 Fatorization formulaFrom the momenta and polarization vetors de�ned above one an obtainthe expliit form of the oe�ients Lij and Tij (de�ned in Eq. (A.11)). Theyan be treated as the elements of the matries L and T , respetively (theordering of the rows and olumns is T1; L; T2 for the linear-polarization basisand +; 0;� for the irular-polarization basis). These matries alulated inthe Born approximation (in the Breit frame) depend on the base onsidered:� Linear polarizationL = Q22 0�2 sinh2  os2 �+ 2 � sinh2 os� sinh2  sin 2�� sinh2 os� 2 sinh2  � sinh2 sin�sinh2  sin 2� � sinh2 sin� 2 sinh2  sin2 �+ 21A(B.13)and T = 2Q2su 0� �U � 4p2T �4pTÊ 0�4pTÊ U � 4(Ê2 +E2q ) 00 0 �U 1A ; (B.14)� Cirular polarizationL = Q22 0B� osh2  + 1 � ip2 sinh2 e�i� sinh2  e�2i�ip2 sinh 2 ei� 2 sinh2  ip2 sinh 2 e�i�sinh2  e2i� � ip2 sinh2 ei� osh2  + 1 1CA(B.15)andT = 2Q2su 0� �U � 2p2T �i2p2pTÊ �2p2Ti2p2pTÊ U � 4(Ê2 +E2q ) i2p2pTÊ�2p2T �i2p2pTÊ �U � 2p2T 1A ; (B.16)



3152 U. Jezuita-D¡browska, M. Krawzykwhere Ê = Eq�E (Eq = xEp, E = pTsin � ), U = u2+s2Q2 �2t and � = �e�� .B.4 The azimuthal-angle distributionIn both bases the azimuthal-angle distribution for the Compton proess(in the Born approximation) depends only on os� and os 2�, namely:d�eq!eqd� = �0 + �1 os�+ �2 os 2� : (B.17)It is only for the irular-polarization basis that the oe�ients �i;(i = 0; 1; 2) in formula (B.17) are stritly related to the orresponding fourontributions d�T, d�L, d�LT and d�TT, alulated in the Breit frame:�0 = d�Td� + d�Ld� � �4 1su [(osh2  + 1) p2T + 2 sinh2  [Ê2 +E2q ℄ + U ℄ ;(B.18)�1 os� = d�LTd� � 8su sinh2 pTÊ os� ; (B.19)�2 os 2� = d�TTd� � �4su sinh2  p2T os 2� : (B.20)The longitudinal�transverse interferene does not depend on the hoieof the basis for the polarizaton vetors and onsequently, it is related to theos� term also for the linear-polarization vetors.REFERENCES[1℄ L.N. Hand, Phys. Rev. 129, 1834 (1963).[2℄ L.N. Hand, Ph.D. thesis, Stanford U., Phys. Dept., 1961, RX-933.[3℄ M. Gourdin, Nuovo Cim. 21, 1094 (1961).[4℄ R.H. Dalitz, D.R. Yennie, Phys. Rev. 105, 1598 (1957).[5℄ D.R. Yennie, M.M. Levy, D.G. Ravenhall, Rev. Mod. Phys. 29, 144 (1957).[6℄ V.M. Budnev, I.F. Ginzburg, G.V. Meledin, V.G. Serbo, Phys. Rep. 15C, 181(1975).[7℄ A. Dobrovolskaya, V. Novikov, Z. Phys. C52, 427 (1991).[8℄ P. Bambade, A. Dobrovolskaya, V. Novikov, Phys. Lett. B319, 348 (1993).[9℄ N. Arteaga, C. Carimalo, P. Kessler, S. Ong, O. Panella, Phys. Rev. D52,4920 (1995).[10℄ G. Abbiendi et al. [OPAL Collaboration℄, Eur. Phys. J. C11, 409 (1999).
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